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Two thirds of the UK’s bank 
branches have closed in the 
past 30 years. 

Of these around 3,300 have 
closed since 2015. 

Now one fifth of households 
are more than two miles from 
their nearest bank. 
 
The demise of local high streets has been 
extensively reported in the media. An article 
in The Guardian (21.01.19) forecasts that a 
further 175,000 jobs will be shed from 
struggling UK high streets in 2019 alone 
because more than 23,000 shops will close.  

A Move your Money report entitled 
‘Abandoned Communities: The Crisis of UK 
Bank Branch Closures and their Impact on 
Local Economies’ (July 2016) found that: 
“Britain has lost 53 per cent of its bank 
branches since 1989, leaving 1,500 
communities with no bank and another 840 
with only one bank remaining. More than 
600 branch closures have occurred in the 
last year alone.” 

 

 

Wales has faced particular challenges, 
having been hardest hit by bank branch 
closures. Data from the Office for National 
Statistics show that in Wales in 2010 there 
were 715 bank branches. However, by 
2018 this had reduced by 63 per cent to 
450 branches.  

Unite the union represents finance sector 
employees from banks and insurance 
companies which operate across the 
United Kingdom. Unite represents the 
majority of bank branch staff in the sector, 
who work across a range of functions. 
Unite’s members have been particularly 
hard hit by the branch closure programs.  
As the number of branch closures increase, 
including the last surviving branch in many 
towns, there are limited or no opportunities 
for redeployment for the workforce. 

This Unite Tool Kit sets out the challenges 
that bank branch closures bring to staff in 
the sector, local economies and 
communities, small businesses and the 
most vulnerable members of our society. It 
will also set out the Unite response to 
branch closures and what Unite members 
can do when faced with the closure of their 
branch. 

The real picture 

There is an urgent need for acknowledgement 
from the banking sector that greater transparency 
around branch closure plans, which must include 
numbers, locations and dates, is needed.  
Without this data across the industry it is 
impossible for an adequate response to the 
challenges that bank branch closures bring to be 
formulated. 

As bank branches are closed customers are 
repetitively told that digital banking offers the 
solution to banking services. But what happens 
when the IT system has outages and glitches 
which mean that customers cannot even log on 
and access their accounts? 

Recently TSB, Barclays, RBS, HSBC and Visa 
have all been hit by IT failures which have 
impacted millions of customers. A legitimate 
question remains about whether branches can 
be replaced by online banking. The consumer 
organisation Which? found in March 2019 that six 
of the largest banks had at least one IT failure 
every two weeks which prevented consumers 
making payments. 

In February 2019 Which? called for greater 
consumer access to cash directly as a result of 
their concerns about IT failures, closures of bank 
branches and cash machines. Similarly, the think-
tank RSA has published a report which says: 
“much more needs to be done to assess the 
economic impact of branch closures and local 
authorities need to do more to ensure essential 
cash infrastructure remains available…”  

What about the future of the cash system?  
Research by the cash machine network Link in 
March 2019 has found that: “eight million adults 
would struggle to cope in a cashless society” and 
call for an urgent review of access to money.  
Unite the union has consistently challenged the 
social purpose of our financial services industry 

and the responsibilities of the industry to function 
in the public interest of communities. 

The banking sector has for some time argued 
that the Post Office offers a viable banking 
alternative when a local branch has been 
selected for closure. The industry states 
around 99 per cent of UK personal bank 
customers and more than three-quarters of 
business customers can now do their day-to-day 
banking within any of the 11,000 Post Office 
branches across the UK. Unite strongly disagrees 
that the Post Office network has the capacity or 
the expertise to give customers the service and 
support they understandably expect from their 
bank.  

There is a failure to acknowledge that the Post 
Office network can only conduct basic banking 
such as balance enquiries, cash withdrawals and 
business deposits for bank customers. Evidence 
suggests that consumers are extremely 
concerned about long queues to be served, 
security and also privacy. Unite is clear that the 
Post Office is a wholly inadequate replacement 
for bank branches. They simply cannot offer any 
services beyond the simplest transactions like 
withdrawing and depositing funds. Unite has also 
seen that in recent years the Post Office network 
has succumbed to pressure to close local 
branches.  
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What is a branch closure? Why 
and how does it happen?  

The banks use a range of arguments to justify 
their branch closure announcements. HSBC, as 
an example, reports that footfall within its banks 
has fallen by an average of 40 per cent over the 
last five years as a result of customers turning to 
banking online. Others argue that digital banking 
is the main reason for branch reductions. The 
British Banking Association said that in 2015 
customers used their mobile phones to check 
their current accounts 895 million times, which is 
more than double the 427 million times they 
entered their branches. By 2020 that number will 
rise to 2.3 billion times, far more than internet, 
branch or telephone banking combined. The 
sector has thus far failed to answer the questions 
about those without the technology or 
infrastructure including broadband to be able to 
use these forms of banking. 

Previously the banks pledged not to close the 
last bank branch in a town. Most, including RBS 
have now abandoned these pledges and closed 
the last branch in a town or community. 

It appears that in March 2019 some of the largest 
banks finally conceded that the public mood is 
strongly against their closure programs. Royal 
Bank of Scotland, Lloyds Banking Group and 
Barclays have said that they will pilot joint 
‘banking hubs’. Unite is in no doubt that 
customers of banks need access to their money 
and communities need local bank branches. We 
welcome the fact that the sector has finally heard 
the anger of consumers and staff at the scale of 
bank branch closures. This pilot programme 
appears to be a reaction to the disastrous impact 
of the sector’s decisions to close valued local 
banking facilities after the horse has bolted. 

When a bank announces a branch closure the 
company is required to follow ‘The Access to 
Banking Standard.’ This is an industry agreement 
which aims to: “support access to banking and 

financial inclusion in the community.” The focus 
of it is to ensure customers and small businesses 
are “treated fairly” and “offered an alternative way 
to bank…locally” if a branch is closing.  

The Standard is now supervised by the 
independent Lending Standards Board (LSB.) 
You can view this Standard at:  
www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/resources/ac
cess-to-banking-standard/ 

The Standard says that before any closure banks 
should: 

1. Inform customers and stakeholders of the 
decision to close a branch as soon as the 
bank is operationally ready to do so. This 
should happen a minimum 12 weeks before 
the closure. 

2. Publish, at the time of the announcement, an 
Impact Assessment and make all customers 
aware of its availability, together with any 
other documentation and information that will 
allow the customer to understand: 

• the bank’s procedure for deciding to close a 
branch. 

• the main reason for the closure of that 
branch and, while maintaining commercial 
confidentiality where appropriate, what 
information was used to make that decision.  

• how the bank defines the terms it uses in its 
Impact Assessment.  

• The banks assessment of the impact of the 
closure on customers.  

• the date of the closure.  

• what the alternatives are, how they can be 
accessed, and what the bank will do to help 
or assist with all or each of those.  

3. The banks will identify which other bodies, 
and organisations, that may be affected by 
the closure of the branch and provide them 
with documentation and information that will 
allow them to understand: 

• the clear reason for the closure of that 
branch and what information was used to 
make that decision 

• how the bank defines the terms it uses in its 
decision-making process  

• the date of the closure 

• how they can contact the bank to discuss 
the issues they have and meet with them if 
that is the most appropriate way to do so.  

Post-announcement and pre-closure The 
Standard says that banks will provide further 
information that will communicate clearly and 
simply with all customers and stakeholders when 
appropriate so they understand where and from 
whom they can obtain assistance on any specific 
issues or concerns they may have.  

The Standard also sets out what banks must do 
following a bank branch closure.  

When the closure is announced the bank should 
publish a ‘Reasons for Closure’ document on 
their website. An example from the decision to 
close the Barclays Ashbourne branch in June 
2019 can be found here: 
https://home.barclays/content/dam/home-
barclays/documents/citizenship/Reports-Publicat
ions/branch-closures/Ashbourne- 
Reasons-For-Closure.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unite the union has argued that this standard falls 
well short. In reality this agreement does not give 
consumers or staff any meaningful consultation 
in order to ascertain the actual impact of the 
closure. The provision of an Impact Assessment 
does not in the words of Which? “protect or 
represent the interests of the community when it 
comes to branch closures…. And activities to 
engage the community on the impact of the 
branch closure is only mandated to occur after 
the decision to close the branch has already 
been made.” It would not be incorrect to brand 
The Access to Banking Standard a tick boxing 
exercise for the financial services industry.  

Unite wants the banking sector to strengthen The 
Banking Standard to make it fit for purpose 

1. Increase transparency around the number of 
branch closures and dates 

2. Force organisation to do a full public interest 
assessment before a closure decision is 
taken 
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What is the impact of a branch 
closure?   

Some of the most vulnerable in our society 
continue to rely on cash. Despite the rise in the 
use of apps and online resources some people 
must still manage their finances with cash and 
need to use a local branch. Research has found 
that those on the lowest incomes are more likely 
to use a bank branch. 

The Financial Inclusion Commission said in 
October 2018 that half the 2.7 million people who 
rely mainly on cash have a household income of 
less than £15,000 and these people are being 
increasingly penalised with the best deals for 
utilities, phones and tickets only being available 
online for card holders. 

A branch closure can also have devastating 
consequences for small businesses and therefore 
the local economy. Extensive research has found 
that a branch closure is often linked to a 
reduction in lending to local small business. The 
closure reflects and drives a reduction in demand 
so that businesses are less likely to sell or to 
grow. 

Rural communities have been particularly hard hit 
by the closure of large number of bank branches 
as there is simply no viable banking alternative 
for customers. A study by the University of 
Nottingham found that: “the faster than average 
withdrawal of branches from poorer socio-
economic areas raises concerns about the extent 
to which different types of financial institutions 
are present in areas of economic distress, and 
the implications of this. As mainstream financial 
institutions continue to pull out of economically 
distressed areas… so they are replaced by more 
predatory forms of financial institution.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case studies 
Unite members and reps told us 
about bank branch closures: 

“I am working on a secondment working in post 
offices and coffee shops supporting the local 
community. I have been given a laptop, mobile 
phone, pop up stand and business cards. I am 
restricted by the fact that I cannot deal with cash 
or cheques, which leaves customers frustrated. “ 

“I have been allocated a desk in a local coffee 
shop. I spend the day there working on my laptop 
and phone and having a presence in the 
community to help people. Customers I see 
complain that the branch closing has made their 
life difficult and as they like to support local 
businesses they prefer to pop in to the bank and 
take cash out.” 

“I was told by management to be in the branch 
and go through the vulnerable customers list to 
call customers to inform them of the branch 
closure. I had an extensive list of over 250 
customers at this particular branch. I got 
complaints and a lot of grief from customers 
unhappy about the closure. I did the best i could 
and helped customers but they were not happy.”

“Whilst handling a branch closure it was a great 
shame to see so many elderly people struggling 
with daily banking needs. I had customers 
panicking thinking they were going to lose their 
money due to the branch closure. We had to 
work in a supermarket. For vulnerable customers 
this could potentially be unsafe as people loiter in 
supermarkets, and elderly people often cannot 
hear as well.” 

“There have been a number of bank branch 
closures in Reading. Customers were advised to 
use the other Lloyds branch in Reading, which is 
understaffed and mostly automated so the 
queues are long. The remaining bank branches in 
Reading are in a similar position. Customers 
were also advised to go to the local Post Office, 
which was about 50 yards away from the branch 
that closed. Since then the Post Office has ALSO 
announced closure  “It is moving to the 1st floor 
of WH Smith. That means for anyone using the 
post office (for whatever reason, but in this 
instance for personal banking) there will be no 
access to that facility on a ground floor in central 
Reading.” 

“My branch has recently closed for refurbishment. 
The nearest branch is only 3 miles away. The 
next closest branch in the opposite direction, 
closed permanently within the past two years. 
Those customers (who are mostly elderly as the 
branch was in a village) have found it difficult to 
change their mind-set in using a different branch. 
The old branch was very much a “service” for 
them and a service was provided. There is no 
time to provide such a service in my branch due 
to staffing levels, benchmarking pressures etc.” 

“I worked in a closing branch then moved to a 
remaining branch a daily commute of 18 miles 
compared to 4 miles. There are queues every day, 
with customers travelling long distances to find a 
branch. Staff numbers have not increased in line 
with the numbers of customers coming into 
branch and customers become impatient at 
having to queue, something we are told not to 
apologise for as ‘it’s their choice to queue as 
there are many ways to Bank.’ 

“The customers coming from closed branches 
are often those who refuse to do online or cannot 
do it as they don’t have the means to do it. We 
make many faster payments and chaps payments 
throughout the day and there are customers who 
insist on still cashing cheques or not using debit 
cards as they’ve never had to before. We try our 
hardest to educate customers or other ways to 
Bank but customers tell us they prefer to do 
transactions in branch with real people. “ 
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What can you do? 

When a bank branch closure is announced it is 
important that the trade union and local 
community react quickly. Begin to think about 
how a local campaign may be mounted to 
oppose the closure. Consider the following 
elements: 

1. Bring together all stakeholders impacted by 
the decision to close the bank branch. Think 
about: employees, local small businesses, 
elderly groups, community associations. 
Consider your key campaign objectives 
and messages. 

2. Gather local information about previous 
bank branch closures locally and where the 
nearest banking facilities will be if the 
impacted branch is closed. Formulate 
arguments as to why the branch is valued 
and needed. 

3. Gather case studies as to who will be hurt 
by the planned bank closure. Bring the real 
life examples of why the bank must remain 
in the community and who needs it to stay 
serving the community. 

4. Engage with local print and broadcast media 
to express the concerns of the community 
about the closure – get your campaign a 
public profile. Discuss a protest outside the 
branch for a media opportunity. Contact 
your local Unite office for support and 
materials. 

5. Formulate a petition to engage with all 
stakeholders including customers. 

 

 

 

6. Establish a social media presence – a 
Twitter and Facebook profile will allow 
you to reach interested groups also 
opposing the closure of the bank. This 
will allow you to promote your campaign 
actions. Always keep traditional media in 
the loop about the campaign. 

7. Contact your local political 
representatives including parliamentary 
representatives, local counsellors and 
opposition parties locally. 

8. Make sure local trade unions are aware 
of the campaign and urge all branches 
to support you. 

9. Keep up the pressure on the bank – 
keep their name in the public domain 
and maintain pressure on them to 
reverse their decision. 

10.  Contact the Unite finance sector so we 
can support your campaign. Reach us 
at: saba.edwards@unitetheunion.org 

 

 

Conclusion 

The 2008 financial crisis changed the face of the 
banking sector. While the banks were deemed 
too big to fail and the taxpayer stepped in to 
prevent their collapse it seems that the sector 
has failed to acknowledge that with this new 
public ownership comes corporate social 
responsibilities.   

The Government needs to recognise that the 
banking sector has social responsibilities and is a 
vital public service and closure decisions must be 
influenced by the needs of the local communities 
and businesses impacted. Public impact 
assessments are vital ahead of closure plans are 
made. The need for meaningful consultation with 
the local community is evident. 

It is time for the banking industry to stop 
abandoning the local communities which bring 
the sector its vast profits. 

None of the new technologies replace the 
experience and skill of bank branch staff. No app 
or website can provide some of the most 
vulnerable and socially excluded in our society 
with the face to face financial assistance they 
need. 

Useful links 

Move your money – Abandoned communities 
report 
https://medium.com/move-your-
money/abandoned-communities-the-crisis-of-uk
-bank-branch-closures-df4738cc9ce9 

Access to Banking Standard 
www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/resources/ 
access-to-banking-standard/ 

UK Finance - www.ukfinance.org.uk/ 

House of Commons bank branch closures 
briefing report 
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/docu
ments/SN00385/SN00385.pdf 

Which? Bank branch closure checker 
www.which.co.uk/money/banking/switching-
your-bank/bank-branch-closures-is-your-local- 
bank-closing-a28n44c8z0h5
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